8,9-353081-2; AS SHOWN
SEQUENTIAL TYPE

NOTES
1. MATERIAL: HOUSING: GLASS FILED THERMO PLASTIC
   POLYESTER (94V-0), COLOR: BLACK
   TAB CONTACT: COPPER ALLOY
   RETENTION LEG: BRASS
   FINISH (CONTACT AREA): 0.38μm MIN GOLD PLATING
   OVER Ni PLATING
   FINISH (CONTACT AREA): 0.76μm MIN GOLD PLATING
   OVER Np PLATING
   FINISH (RETN LEG): TIN PLATED
   (CONTACT TAIL) OVER NICKEL

OBSCURE PARTS: OBSOLETE CIS STREAMLINING PER D.RENARD/D.SINISI

Tyco Electronics AMP K.K.
Kawasaki, Japan

SINGLE ROW HEADER ASS'Y 3P"H" TYPE
108-5453
114-5206
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SECTIONS "A" - "A" (SCALE: 2 - 1)
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DISCLAIMER OF CLAIMS FOR INFRINGEMENT

THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS DRAWING IS PROVIDED "AS IS"
AND WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED.
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